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Introduction
Individually and collectively, the four 'untimely meditations' are
unquestionably among Nietzsche's most widely neglected works.
Published between

1 873 and 1 876, they seem to lack both the dra
( The Birth of

matic originaliy of the work that preceded them

Tragedy) and the epigrammaic brilliance of the book hat fol
(Human, Al Too Human) . Their ostensible subjects are so

lowed

diverse - David Strauss, the study of history, Arthur Schopenhauer
and Richard Wagner - that they seem to be connected by litde
beyond heir collective tide and common form: namely, that of
the traditional polemical essay divided into numbered, untided
secions.
Upon closer examination, however, they reveal a hematic uniy
that is not always obvious at irst. The

Untimely Meditations contin

important, early discussions of such essenial 'Nietzschean' sub
jects as the relationship between life, art and philosophy; the char
acter and cultivation of the 'true self'; educaion (and is vital
erotic dimension), and the difference beween genuine wisdom
and mere knowledge (or 'science'). Moreover, these four short
works - especially the last wo - lways retained a special, deeply
personal signiicance for their author, who considered them to be
key documents for understanding his development as a philoso
pher. They are not, admittedly, as immediately accessible as many
of Nietzsche's other writings, largely because of the way in which
the

Untimely Meditations re related to speciic events, auhors, and

intellectual and cultural movements of his own era. The following
remarks do not give even a preliminary anlysis of the philosophi
cal

substance or content of hese works; instead, they aim to provide
context within

readers with some understanding of the speciic
vii
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which Nietzsche conceived the project of the Untimely Meditations
and with an appreciaion of its signiicnce within the larger con
text of his thought and d evelopment.
At the age of just 24 Nietzsche accepted an appointment as an
Associate Professor of Classical Philology at the Universiy of
Basel, where his duties also included teaching Greek in the
Pidagoium (the senior class of the high school) . He arrived in
Basel 1 9 April 1869, six weeks prior to the beginning of he sum
mer semester. One of the chief attractions of Basel for Nietzsche
was that ichard Wagner and Cosima von Bulow (who were not
acually married until 1 870) were then living in nearby Tribschen.
Nietzsche had become personally acquainted with Wagner at
a private party in Leipzig the previous fall, where he nd the
54-year-old composer were immediately attracted to each other, at
least in part on the basis of their shared enthusiasm for
Schopenhauer's philosophy. Though Nietzsche already had some
acquaintance with Wagner's music, he �ould hardly have been
prepared for the tremendous personal impact made upon him by
Wagner. He immediately plunged into an intense study of the
voluminous writings of the composer whom he begn describing
in his letters of this period as 'my mystagogue' and 'the living
exemplar of what Schopenhauer calls a genius' . 1 Nietzsche called
on the Wagners for the irst time on 1 7 May and visited Tribschen
twenty-three times over the next four years. Indeed, he became
almost a part of the fmily nd was present for many holidays and
special occasions. He was such a requent visitor that a special
' thinking room' was reserved for the use of 'the professor'.
The young classicist proved to be a diligent and popular pro
fessor; he began to publish the expected philological rticles in
professional journals and seemed well launched upon a brillint,
albeit conventional acad emic career. He also began to receive
offers rom other universities and was quickly promoted (in 1870)
to Full Professor. Nietzsche, however, had more ambitious and
unconventional plans for himself, plans closely related to his
enthusiasm for Schopenhauer and Wagner and to his rapidly grow
ing concern with questions of culurl, educational and social
reform. As his inaugurl lecture on 'Homer and Classical Philology'
demonstrated, he never subscribed to the professional ideal of
'pure, disinterested science' or 'knowledge for its own sake';
i nstead, he believed scholars in generl and classical philologists
viii
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Introduction
in paricular had a special role to play in the increasingly urgent
task of cultural renewal - a conception of the academic calling
which he believed he shared wih his distinguished colleague at
Basel, Jacob Burckhardt, author of The Civilization of the
Renaissance in Italy (1860).
Even during his student days at Leipzig, Niezsche had toyed
with the idea of switching from classical philology to philosophy, 2
and the idea seems to have reoccurred to him at Basel, for during
his fourth semester there he unsuccessfully petitioned to be
appointed to a recently vacated chair of philosophy nd to have
his own chair illed by his riend Erwin Rohde. Even if his burn
ing interest in culturl and philosophical issues could not be ade
quately reflected in his classes and lectures (with the exception,
perhaps, of his lectures on pre-Platonic philosophy) , he was deter
mined that these interests should receive prominent expression in
his irst book. Encouraged by the Wagners at every step of the
·
way, he transformed his manuscripts on 'The Dionysian
Worldview' and 'The Origin of Tragic hought' into he stunning
Birth of Tragedy rom the Spiit ofMusic, the second half of which was
devoted largely to Wagner's 'art of he uture' and to the
prospects for a rebirth of ragic culture in late-nineteenth century
Germany.
Mter being rejected by one publisher, The Birth of Tragedy was
inally published at the beginning of 1872 by Wagner's publisher,
E. W. Fritsch.3 At his time, Nietzsche was at the height of his pop
ularity as a professor in Basel and was just beginning a series of
ive, well-attended public lectures 'On he Future of Our
Educationl Institutions', in which he sharpened and ampliied
his critique of the 'disinterested pursuit of pure science' and
called for nothing less than a complete reform of higher educa
tion and a total cultural revolution. s if in response to this call,
Wagner's ambitious plans for establishing a permanent 'festival
theatre' at Bayreuth were gathering momentum, and Nietzsche
was inimately and enthusiasticlly involved in this planning
process rom the start, at one point even offering to resi� his
professorship so that he could become a ull-time lecturer and
und-raiser on behalf of he festival theatre project. Only a few
months later, in April 1872, the Wagners relocated to Bayreuth,
thus bringing to a rather abrupt end what were unquesionably
the happiest three years of Nietzsche's life.
Brely a month later, another event occurred hat had equally
x
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fateful consequence for Nietzsche's future: the publication of a
pamphlet by the then-young classicist Ulrich von Wilamowitz
Mollendorf savagely attacing

The Birth of Tagedy and directly
challenging the professional competence of its author.4 Wagner's
and Rohde's public efforts to defend Nietzsche were to no avail;

indeed, they only served to reinforce the growing doubts about
his professional soundness. The impact of Wilamowitz's pamphlet
upon Nietzsche's career was swift and dramaic. Whereas wenty
one sudents (out of a total student population at the University
of Basel of

156) had enrolled in his lectures during the summer
1 872, only two enrolled for the winter semester of

semester of

1872- 3 - and neither was a

student of classical philology. 5

During his period, Nietzsche himself was more preoccupied
than ever with such 'non-philological' subjects as philosophy, sci
ence and the theory of knowledge, though he usually tended to
focus his own reflections on these topics through the lens pro
vided by his ongoing and intensive study of he pre-Platonic
philosophers. It was during his period iat he began such well
known works as the ' On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense' .nd
'Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks', neither of which was
published until many years after his deah. s his letters and note
books make clear, he expected hat his next book would be explic
itly devoted to philosophy and philosophers, though he seems
never to have made up his mind about the precise form that his
projected

'Philosphenuch' would take - whether it would be

limit

ed to the early Greeks, or would also include more general reflec
tions on philosophy and epistemology.6
It was also during this period that Nietzsche's health began to
deteriorate progressively and rapidly, a process that may have
begun in Fall

1 870

when he contracted dysentery and diphtheria

while serving briefly in the Prussian medical corps during he
Franco-Prussian War. In any event, he took the first of several sick
leaves from his university during Spring

1 871,

hough his health

continued to decline . He was granted a sabbatical leave for the
entire academic year of

1 876- 7,

though once again any improve

ment in his physical condition was only temporary (in part, no
doubt,

because

he

never

ceased

to

devote

sudies and his writings) . Finally, in Spring

1879,

himself to his
he was forced by

he parlous state of his health to resign his posiion at the
University of Basel, from which he received thereafter a modest
pension.
x
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Returning to the years immediately following the publication of

The Birth of Tragedy: Nietzsche visited Bayreuth for the second ime
1 873, more than three years prior to the compleion of

in April

he theare and the inauguraion of the festival. s was his custom,

he brought along a work-in-progress to read to he Wagners, in
this case, the manuscript of 'Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the
Greeks'. Wagner, who was totally preoccupied by the urgent
demands of the Bayreuth project, proved to be less than enthusi
astic about Nietzsche's expenditure of his talent and energy upon
a subject as 'remote' (and as unrelated to Wagner's own interests)
as pre-Platonic philosophy. This cool reception may help explain
why Nietzsche never actually published his profoundly original
study of early Greek philosophy, even though he prepared a fair
copy for the printer.
No doubt chastened by his visit to Bayreuth, and certainly shr
ing some of Wagner's frustraion and despair over the many
obstacles and setbacks encountered by the festival theatre project,
Nietzsche returned to Basel and immediately threw himself into
an entirely new literary project, one that would be of unmistak
able relevance to the concerns he shared with Wagner. The ironic
ally titled

Untimely Meditations are the fruits of this reorientation of
David
Strauss, the Confessor and the Witer, was completed in only a few
months in the Spring and Summer 1 873. Thanks in part to the

Nietzsche's efforts. The irst contribution to the series,

imely personal intervenion of Wagner wih Fritsch, the book was
published that August, by which ime Nietzsche 'was already at
work on the next contribution to the series.
The original plan was to write and to publish two

Meditations

Untimely

per year until the series was complete. Like many

authors, Nietzsche was inordinately fond of draing up plns and
oulines, and his notebooks of this period are illed with drafts for
the projected series of

Untimely Meditations.

Most, though not all,

of these outlines project a total of hirteen separate itles. The fol
lowing list, from early

1874, is

representaive:

Strauss
History
Reading and Writing
The One Year Volunteer
Wagner
xi
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Secondary Schools and Universities
Chrisian Disposition
The Absolute Teacher
The Philosopher
People and Culture
Classical Philology
The Scholar

Newspaper Slavery7

Other outlines include such

additional topics

and titles as:

'Literary Musicians (How the Followers of a Genius Cncel His
Effects) ',

'Military

Culture',

'Natural

Science',

'Commerce',

'Language', 'The City', 'The Pah to Freedom', 'Woman and
Child" and 'Those Who Are Frivolous'.8
That the irst

Untimely Meditation

was devoted to Strauss was, in

fact, something of an accident and directly relects severl conver
sations and letters exchanged between Ni�zsche and the Wagners

in the immediately preceding months, in which Wagner had

expressed to Nietzsche his deepseated personal animus against
the aing Strauss (with whom Wagner had previously engaged in
several vitriolic public disputes) . Daid Friedrich Srauss was a
theologian and philosopher closely identiied with the so-called
'Young Hegelian' movement and best known - then and now
for his

The Lfe ofJesus ( 1835/6) ,

a pioneering effort to present a

'demythologized' portrait of Jesus as a historical person nd
moral teacher. It quickly became a

cause dtelre,

and the resulting

controversy destroyed Strauss's academic career. Nietzsche him
self had been profoundly ffe cted by the liberal humanism of
Strauss's work, which he irst read while he was a high school stu
dent at Pforta. Indeed, some interpreters believe Strauss's book
was an important contributing factor in Nietzsche's own abandon
ment of Christianiy only a year later, during his irst year in col
lege

( 1 865) .

Strauss later abandoned he radical Hegelianism of

his youth and championed instead an eclecic and more socially
conservative

materialist

philosophy,

though

he

remained

a

staunch critic of Christianiy. This is he position expounded by
Strauss in his work of

Meditation

1 882, to which the tile of Nietzsche 's first
The Od Faith and the Nw: A Confession,

directly alludes,

a rather innocuous and prolx work of Strauss's inal years.
The real subject of the irst

Untimely Meditation

xii

is not David

Introduction
Srauss at all, but the smug and false complacency of the 'culivated'
German bourgeoisie in the aftermath of Prussia's victory over
France in the Franco-Prussian War and the subsequent establish
ment of the second German

Reich.

Nietzsche's

David Strauss was

meant as a direct rebuke and challenge to the hoard of uncultivat
ed chauvinists who interpreted Prussia's military victory as a clear
sign of the superiority of their own popular culture and received
ideas. Upon these self-saisied newspaper readers and consumers
of culture Nietzsche bestowed the itting name

Bildungsphilister or

'cultivated philistines'

(a term he later - albeit mistakenly claimed to have coined) .9
The enormous diference beween a

ar culture was

genuine and a

merely

ppu

a theme very close to Nietzsche's heart during the

early Basel period and is explored, for example, in his lecures
'On the Future of Our Educational Institutions' . That he should
have selected precisely Strauss as the illustration and embodiment
of he kind of 'culturafphilistine' he wished to unmask seems to
have been little more han a concession to Wagner, wihout whose
urging Nietzsche would certainly never have concerned himself
with

The Od Faith and the Nw.

In fact, Nietzsche soon came to

regret the srident and personal tone of his polemic. When
Strauss died shortly fter its publicaion, Nietzsche confessed, in a
letter of

11

February

1 874

to his riend Gersdorff, that 'I very

much hope hat I did not make his last days more dificult and
hat he died without knowing anything of me.' ( In fact, the aged
Strauss was familiar with Nietzsche's book and professed to be
puzzled by the motives for such a vitriolic personal attack.)
I t is, however, a relatively simple matter to appreciate the irst

Meditation

while ignoring Nietzsche's graceless defamation of

Srauss and his heavy-handed criticism of Strauss's literary style.
What gives the essay enduring value is precisely the way it calls
into quesion the relationship between 'genuine' and 'popular'
culture, a question that has, of course, lost none of its urgency
over the past century and a quarter. Though Nietzsche's attempt
to provide a positive description of genuine culture ('unity of

artisic style in all the expressions of he life of a people', p. 5) may
strike the reader as unduly abstract and in need of urher elabor
ation, what he has to say about the deficiencies of an 'entertain
ment culture' ruled by public opinion is certainly not without
contemporary relevance. Nor is there anything obsolete about
his harsh indictment of intellectuals and academics for their
xiii
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participation in the debasement of the idea of culture, for heir
failure to assume any responsibility for the abject state of contem
porary culture and sociey nd, above all, for their undamental
hypocrisy.
Though the irst

Meditation

is today the most neglected of the

four, it was he one that attracted the greatest attenion and pu
lie comment from Nietzsche's contemporaries.

It sold more

copies than any of the other

though it still

Untimely Meditations,

fell short of the optimistic expectations of both the author and
publisher. It also received more than a dozen (generally hostile)
reiews. 10 Nietzsche professed to be pleased by the stir and was
delighted that his book had, in his words, 'found a public'.
Maintaining he rigorous producion schedule he had imposed

1 873 to compos
Untimely Meditation, On the Uses and Disadvantages of
History for Lfe, which was published in February 1 874. Though he

upon himself, Nietzsche devoted the last half of
ing the second

had already published two books, it is sihicant that this was the
irst that was not written under the direct influence of Wagner .
(who greeted its publicaion without enthusiasm and described it
as 'very abstract' and ' somewhat arbitrry,n ) . This might suggest
that it more accurately relects Nietzsche's own concerns during
this period, though once again he employs other authors as foils
for his own systematic discussion of ' the uses nd disadvantages of
history for life': one positive foil, the Austrian dramatist Franz
Grillparzer, and a negaive one, the German philosopher Eduard
von Hartmann.
Hartmann's

Philosophy of the Unconscious ( 1 869) ,

an uneasy

blend of Schopenhauerian and Hegelian elements, was a work
that Nietzsche had studied closely and that influenced his iews
concerning he origin of language. In the second

Meditation,

how

ever, Nietzsche is primarily concerned only with Hartmann's com
placent ' historicism', which, on Nietzsche's reading at least, is
simply a means for deying success and idolizing whatever hap
pens to be the case: a philosophy of history ideally suited for the
cultural philistines portrayed in the irst

Meditation.

What Nietzsche seems to have admired about Grillparzer,
whose

Political and Aesthetic Witings ( 1 871)

he was reading at

the same time he was composing the second
.

Meditation, is
feeling as

direct and eloquent appeal to 'correct' (immediate)

his
the

highest criterion of moral and aesthetic judgment, as well as his
xiv
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conception of the ' plastic' or creative power of human beings and
societies to overcome and to transform themselves. s in his ear
lier use of Strauss as a rhetorical means for introducing his own
houghts on the differences between genuine and spurious cul
ture, however, Nietzsche's highly original discussion of he rela
tionship between history (and he study of history) and human
life is not really dependent upon his choice of this particular
pair of contemporary thinkers to illustrate certain points in his
discussion.
Though he second

Untimely Meditation

is sometimes read as a

blanket rejection of 'historicism', this is far from he truth. What
Nietzsche rejects in neo-Hegelian philosophies of history (such as
Hartmann's) is not the basic hesis that every aspect and expres
sion of human life is unavoidably conditioned by history, but
rather, he proressive or whiggish consequences that are ypiclly
albeit, in Nietzsche's view, quite illicitly - drawn rom this thesis. It
is not historicism per se to which he objects in this

Meditation, but

rather he unexamined teleology that usually accompanies it.
' History', of course, can mean either the past itself or the study
or knowledge of the past, and the second Meditation is con
cerned with the 'use and disadvantages for life' of history in both
senses of the term, though, admittedly, Nietzsche does not always
bother to make this distinction clear to his readers. Despite the
fact that the attention of commentators has generally been
focused upon his discussion of various approaches to the

study

of

he past ( nd, more narrowly, upon his influential distinction
between 'monumental', 'antiquarian' and 'criical' approaches to
'history') , a perhaps more important feature of the second

Meditation

is precisely the way in which its auhor seeks simultan

eously to concede the inescapable historicity of human existence
and to afirm the creative capacity of humn beings to overcome
themselves and heir past. One of the hings that Nietzsche
attempts to do in this brief text is thus to begin constructing a
new account of our relationship to time in general nd to he past
in particular - a project that, by the time of

( 1 883-5) ,

Thus Spoke Zaathustra

will come to occupy the very centre of his attention. In

the language of

On the Uses and Disadvantages ofHistory for Life, the
both a

project is to show how human life requires us to adopt
'historical' and an ' ahistorical' perspective upon ourselves.

This recognition of our complex relationship to history and to
time clearly has direct and important implications for Nietzsche's
v
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conception of the self; and one of central questions explored by
the Untimely Meditations as a whole is: What consitutes one's ' true
self'? This question, which is merely touched upon in the second
essay, where it is discussed in conjunction wih Nietzsche's rejec
tion of the claim that the 'true se' is something purely 'inward'
and private, is explored in much greater detail in the hird.
Despite the fact that On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for
Life has attracted more attention rom twentieth-century commen
tators than the other three Meditations combined, it was the least
successul with Niezsche 's contemporries, receiving only one
review and selling fewer copies than the others. 1 2 By Fall 1874, at a
time when Niezsche was negotiating with a new publisher, Ernst
Schmeiznen (and thus rying to put the best possible public face
on his literary prospects), his private letters reveal how deeply dis
appointed and depressed he was by the public reception of the
irst wo Untimely Meditations. Relecting upon his literary
prospects, in a letter to Rohde of 15 November 1 874, he can only
}
quip, 'What a uture! '

Schpenhauer as Educator was written during summer 1 874 and
published (by his new publisher, Schmeitzner) on Nietzsche's
30th birthday, 15 October. Many of the notes incorporated into
this third Untimely Meditation were originally written during the
preceding summer and fall and were intended for use in wo
separate Meditations, one to be devoted to 'the philosopher', and
the other to 'the scholar'. Traces of this dul origin can sill be
discerned in the published text of Schpenhaur, which devotes
as Inuch space to a polemic against mere 'scholars' or ' academic
philosophers' as it does to characterizing he 'genuine philosopher'.
s virtually everyone who has written on the third Meditation
has observed, what is conspicuous by its absence in Schpenhauer
s Educator is any serious discussion of Schopenhauer's actual phil
osophy. Though there are numerous citations rom him, almost
all of these are from he 'popular' writings contained in his col
lected Parerga und Paralipomena ( 1 857) or in his posthumously
published papers. There is, however, an excellent reason for
Nietzsche's relaive silence concerning Schopenhauer's principal
work, The Word as Will and presentation ( 1 8 1 8) , and for his com
plete disregard of Schopenhauer's most characterisic philosophical
docrines. The simple truth is, as Nietzsche revealed in his 1 886
preface to volume 2 of the second edition of Human, All Too
i
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Human, that by the time he wrote Schpenhauer he himself 'no

longer believed in Schopenhauer' . And here is· plenty of docu
mentry evidence rom Nietzsche's own correspondence and
unpublished papers, as well as from the testimony of riends such
as Paul Deussen, to show that he began to have serious reserva
ions about the most central doctrines of Schopenhauer's philoso
phy only a few short years after his dramatic 'conversion' to
Schopenhauerianism as a student in Leipzig during Fall 1865.13
By 1871 at the latest, he had privately rejected not only
Schopenhauer's 'world-negaing' pessimism, but also his und
mental dualism of 'appearance' (,representations') nd 'reality'
(the 'will' qua 'thing in itself') . Even if one remains suspicious of
Nietzsche's later claim that 'I distrusted Schopenhauer's system
rom the srt', 14 here still can be no doubt that by the time he
wrote the third Meditation he had long since jettisoned any alle
giance he may once have had to the two most disincive features
of Schopenhauer's philosophical system.
Why then does Nietzsche, wriing in 1874, still consider
Schopenhauer to be he very exemplr of a philosophical educa
tor? The answer to this question lies in the radically new concep
tions of both 'educaion' and 'philosophy' that are propounded
in this text - hough neiher will seem all hat new to readers
acquainted with Nietzsche's unpublished notes from the immedi
ately preceding years, for much of the content of Schpenhauer is
directly nticipated in 'The Philosopher as Cultural Physician'
and other posthumously published notes and manuscripts origi
nally intended for use in the 'philosophers' book' project.
s described in the third Meditation, the philosophers' task is
'to be lawgivers as to he measure, stamp and weight of things'
(p. 144) and to provide their contemporaries wih a new 'picure
of life' (p. 141); and it is precisely by establishing these new values
and by erecting this 'new image of man' (p. 150) hat a philoso
pher 'educates' others. He does not, however, accomplish these
things primarily by what he writes in his books or by he doctrines
he propounds in his system, but rather by the example of his own lfe.
This is precisely how Nietzsche had interpreted the task and
accomplishment of the pre-Platonic philosophers in 'Philosophy
in he Tragic Age of the Greeks', and it is also how he interprets
Schopenhauer's accomplishment as a philosophical educator in
this essay. Nietzsche thus feels ree to ignore Schopenhauer's
philosophical doctines in a book entiled Schpenhauer as Eduator
xvii
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because he contends that the real achievement of any philosopher Schopenhauer included - lies precisely in the exampe he provides
to others of 'the courageous visibility of the philosophical life'
(p. 1 37).
To be 'educated' by a philosopher, therefore, has nothing to do
with subscribing to his favourite theories or philosophical doc
trines: one is educated by Schopenhauer if one 's own manner of
liing has been decisively affected by his 'example'. The word
'example' is here placed within quotaion marks for the simple
reason that the 'example' provided to Nietzsche by Schopenhauer
was not really that of his actual life, though Nietzsche certainly
did admire him for his rejection of all academic and institutional
ies in favour of a more independent mode of living. Though a
few anecdotes are sprinkled throughout he third Meditation,
Nietzsche is clearly not interested in relating Schopenhauer's
biography. What he holds up to his readers instead is something
altogether different, a mere 'image' of human life: not n ideal
ized version of he actual person, Arthur ; chopenhauer; still less,
an ideal embodiment of the world-denying philosophy expoun
ded in The World as Will and presentation; but rather, 'the'
Schopenhauerian image of man' ( pp. 15 2-5) .
What directly inspired - and thus educated - the young
Nietzsche was a certain notion of human possibility, an image of a ,
particular way of living and of a particular kind of person, an
image that he apparently constructed for himself as he continued
to read and to relect upon Schopenhauer throughout he late
1 860s and early 1 870s. Nietzsche 's image of he 'Schopenhauerian
man', whom he describes as 'voluntarily taking upon himself the
suffering involved in being truhful' (p. 152) and as a 'destroying
genius', 15 resembles neither Arthur Schopenhauer himself nor
Schopenhauer's ideal of he world-dening 'saint', but is instead a
product of Nietzsche 's on philosophical imagination. He associ
ated this image with Schopenhauer primarily out of simple grati
tude for the fact that he had arrived at this 'image of human life'
through years of sustained, criical relecion upon Schopenhauer's
arguments and assumptions - as well, no doubt, as through
relection upon the well-documented contradiction between
Schopenhauer's life and his philosophy. 1 6
That Nietzsche drew rom his personal encounter wih
Schopenhauer's philosophy conclusions radically at odds with
those drawn by Schopenhauer himself does not imply that there is
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anything disingenuous about his description, in 1 874, of
Schopenhauer as his most important ' educator' . On the conrary,
he was grateful for precisely this reason, as is apparent from the
following note, witten four years later: 'The Schopenhauerian
man drove me to skepticism against everything I had preiously
defended and held worthy of high esteem including the Greeks,
Schopenhauer, and Wagner - against the genius, the saint - the
pessimism of knowledge. By means of this detour I arrived at the
heights with the resh wind' . 17 The thesis of the third Meditation is
that r ue education involves the liberation of the self from every
thing foreign to it, including those elements of oneself that one
judges to be incompatible with one's true (uture) sel.
Schopenhauer 'educated' Nietzsche by provoing and inspiring
him to 'become himself', even if this should involve - as it cer
tainly did - a decisive rejecion of Schopenhauer's philosophy.
Schpenhauer s Educator remains one of Niezsche's most person
al and simulating bOOKS , valuable not merely as an essential docu
ment for understanding his own spiritual development, but also as
an early and eloquent exploration of some of his most characteri
ic themes and ideas. Particularly noteworthy is the discussion,
which begins on the very irst page, of the deeply problemaic con
ception of the ' true self' . Here one inds Nietzsche already striving
to defend a novel conception of genuine selfhood as a never-to-be
completed process of self-development and self-overcoming, a
philosophical project hat recognizes the elements of ruth con
ained in both essenialist and existenilist theories of the self,
while committing itself ully to neither. The 'true' self, according
to the author of Schpenhauer s Educator, is neither an externally
given and unchangeable 'essence' (such as Schopenhauer's 'intel
ligible character' ) nor an arbirary and reely-willed 'consruct' .
My true' self i s something I have to 'become', but i t is also what I
already 'am' . The implications of this new conception of the self
are by no means ully apparent in the hird Meditation, nor are the
difficulties it raises ully explored. For this, one will have to wait
another decade or more. But the basic idea of the 'Nietzschean
self' - as well as the undamental problems raised by such an idea is already present in Schpenhauer as Educato.
The substantil riches of he third Untimely Meditation were
largely lost on Nietzsche's contemporries and have been only rarely
recognzed by subsequent generaions of readers and interpreters.
Despite the igorous promotional efforts of Nietzsche's new
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publisher, the third Meditation sold almost as few copies as the sec
ond and received only a few uncomprehending reiews. IS
Even before the publication of the third essay, Niezsche was
already at work on he next instalment. Over he course of the fol
lowing year (1875), however, he seems to have gradually lost
interest in and enthusiasm for the entire project. This surely had
something to do with the poor sales of the first three Meditations
and with their apparent failure to achieve what Niezsche himself
described as their primary goal: namely, to atract the kind of
readers and followers who might be interested in he urther
development of his ideas.
s the many notes accumulated by Niezsche for the project
indicate, the fourh Meditation was originally intended to be an
explicit coming to terms on his part wih an issue that he had at
least touched upon in ll of he irst three: the origin, satus and
value of 'disinterested scholarship', particularly as emboied in his
own discipline of classical philoloy. The working ile for he new
book was, accordingly, 'We Philologists' . Some ime during
summer 1875, however, Niezsche abandoned urther work on this
nearly completed project and began instead to make notes for a
completely different topic, with the tile Richard Waner in Bayreuth.
The period 1874-5 was a particulrly dificult one for everyone
concerned with the Bayreuth project, which was beset by such
serious inancial and technical dificulties that Wagner himself
considered abandoning it. It was also during this ti�e that the
irst overt signs of tension began to appear between Wagner and
Nietzsche, whose private notebooks bein to contain unlattering
and critical remarks about Wagner. Outwrdly, however, Nietzsche
was still very much the faithful Wagnerian, having dutully rav
elled to Bayreuth for the ceremonial laying of the corner-stone of
the festival theatre in May 1872 (an event rather lugubriously
described in the opening passage of Wagner in Bayreuth) and also
haing
at no small personal expense - become an oficial
'paron' of the festival.19 He was also sill prepared to spring to
Wagner's public defence and to subordinate his own projects to
he requirements of 'the movement' - as he did, for example,
when he agreed, in October 1873, to write an 'Exhortation to he
Germans' to raise unds for the Bayreuth project, a document
. that was subsequently (and prudently) rejected by he oficers bf
the Wagnerian Society as poorly suited for its intended purpose.
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A new coolness nevertheless seems detectable in Nietzsche's
relationship with he Wagners, beginning perhaps during his visit
to Bayreuth in August 1 874, when he nd Wagner quarrelled
openly over Nietzsche's admiration for Wagner's great rival,
Brahms, and over oher musical matters. Nietzsche subsequently
turned down repeated invitations rom the Wagners to spend the
Christmas holidays 1 874 with them and to attend the rehearsals
scheduled for summer 1 875. (Wagner's plan called for a summer
of rehearsals a year prior to the actual irst performance of the
Ring cycle. ) It was under hese circumstances that he began to
write Richard Wanr in Bayreuth. Though he had mentioned a
Meditation with this title more than a year earlier (in a letter to
Gersdorff of 1 1 February 1874), it is dificult not to see his deci
sion to revive this project as an effort to demonstrate his fealy to
the maestro who was irritated by his absence from Bayreuth that
summer.
Whatever Nietzsche's· actual reasons for beginning his new
essay may have been, he soon began to have serious reservations
about continuing the series of Untimely Meditations, and, in a letter
of 7 October 1875, he conided to Rohde hat he was abandoning
the Meditation on Wagner on he grounds that 'it is of value only
for me, as a way of orienting myself with respect to he most difi
cult points of our recent experience' . It was around this same
time that a young musician named Heinrich Koselitz, who, at
Nietzsche's suggestion, adopted the stage name 'Peter Gast',
entered his orbit and began to serve as his assistant; and it is
largely due to Gast's intervention that the fourth Untimely
Meditation was ever published at all. Gast read he uninished manu
script of Wagner in Bayreuth in Spring 1 876 and insisted that it
should be completed and published. Once again Nietzsche main
tained hat the piece> was too 'personal' for publication, though
he agreed to llow Gast to make a fair copy for presentation to
Wagner on his birthday ( 2 2 May) . Eventually, however, he decided
instead to add some additional material to this manuscript and,
as he had intended, have it published as the fourth Untimely
Meditation. Printing was completed over the summer, and
Nietzsche was able to present Wagner with a copy in August, dur
ing the irst Bayreuth festival.
Richard Waner in Bayreuth remains to this day one of
Nietzsche's least popular and least read works, and it is not difi
cult to see why. It wholly lacks he sylistic uniy of the other three
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Untimely Meditations, in part, perhaps, because it contains so many
(usually unidentied) quotations from and paraphrases of
Wagner's overwrought prose. Even for the specialist, it is a difi
cult and sometimes painul work to read, and one suspects that it
must have been an equally dificult and painul book for
Nietzsche to write. There is certainly something forced and deeply
mbivalent about the overall tone of this essay, and again one sus
pects that this is an all-too-accurate reflection of the author's own
profound ambivalence about his subject.
Just as Schpenhauer as Educator was written some years after
Nietzsche had ceased to be an adherent of Schopenhauer's phil
osophy, so was Wanr in Bayreuth written at a point in his lfe
when he had already formulated ( albeit only privately) he basic
elements of the devastating critique of Wagner as a 'histrionic
romantic' that he would make public only many years later.
Schopenhauer, however, was dead, whereas Wagner s not only
very much alive, but was also extremely sensitive to any appear
ance of criticism or disloyaly on he par� of his riends and allies.
Hence Nietzsche's dilemma: he did admire Wagner and was cer-,
tainly grateul to him ( as to Schopenhauer) for the inspiraion of
his example and for his assistance in helping Nietzsche 'become
himself'; on the other hand, he harboured increasingly serious
reservations about Wagner's rt and personality, not to mention,
his even stronger reservations about Bayreuh and the
'Wagnerians' . The problem was how to write a book, intended for
the public, in which he could express his admiration wihout vio�
lating his intellectual integrity. Though it cannot be said that
Nietzsche succeeded ully in resolving this problem, his strategy
seems clear: to use Wagner's own words against Wagner himself.
By quoing copiously rom his wriings, Nietzsche would erect a
certain (Wagneian) ideal of art and of culture, an ideal to which
he himself once subscribed whole-heartedly nd to which he
could still subscibe at least in part. It would then be let up to the
readers to determine for themselves - assisted, perhaps, by a few
discreet suggestions rom the author - how far short Wagner's
actual achievement was rom this ideal.
Despite the dificulties of ' reading' the fourth Meditation - or
perhaps because of them - Waner in Bayreuth remains a key docu
ment for anyone interested in Nietzsche' s biography nd intellec
tual development. Its interest, however, is not merely psycho
biographical; it too contains its share of stimulating and original
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ideas concerning such topics as the relationship between art and
science, he origin of language and (returning to the theme of
the irst

Meditation) he origin and task of culture.

The compleion of

Wanr in Bayreuth coincided with yet another

crisis in Nietzsche's health, one which forced him to cancel his
classes several weeks prior to the end of the summer semester of

1 876 and to apply (successully) for a sabbaical leave for the fol
lowing academic year. First, however, he had to attend the
Bayreuth festival, which he duifully did. Though he managed to
attend the irst performances of the

ing, the festival proved to be

such a torment to him and the sight of the assembled Wagnerians
was so repugnant that he soon sought refuge in the nearby village
of Klingenbrunn. Just a few monhs later he was a thousand miles
away, living in Sorrento with Paul Ree and woring on an entirely
new literary project.
The project in question, to which Nietzsche had given the ten
tative title 'The Free Spirit', had originally been intended as the
next instalment in the series of

Untimey Meditations. Some time

during the year in Italy, however, Nietzsche underwent what he
later described in a letter of

19 February 1 888 to Georg Brandes

as 'a crisis and shedding of he skin' and reconceived the struc
ture and form of his next literary work accordingly. The title too
was altered: it now became

Human, Al Too Human a book as dif
Richard Wagnr in Bayreuth as

ferent in tone and in content rom

the landscape and climate of Sorrento is rom hat of Bayreuth,
and the irst book by Nietzsche to be published wih no indication
of the author's academic degree and institutional affiliation.2o
Coinciding as it did with the irst Bareuth fesival, Waner in
Bayreuth naturally received a bit more partisan attention rom the
public and the press than the previous two instalments in the
series, though it too fell far short of the publisher's and author's
expectations .21 In reply to an inquiry from Schmeitzner about
the possibiliy of continuing the series, Nietzsche replied on

2 February 1 878, 'shouldn't we consider the Untimely Meditations
inished?' Seven years later he briely considered reviving them
and adding one to three new 'Untimely Ones'.22 Nothing came of
this, however, though a distant echo of it may sill be detected in
he nme that Nietzsche gave to the longest section of one of his
last works

( Twilight of the Idos): 'Streifzige eines Unzeitgemassen'

or 'Skirmishes of an Untimely Person'.
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